Asset
Management
Pinpoint and navigate to your
site assets quickly and easily
using a handheld device.

Use PlantQuest to streamline all asset management
operations. From your laboratory equipment to Fire/ERT
apparatus, your asset locations are critical to operational
success and business continuity.
PlantQuest’s intimate location-based intelligence brings
a higher level of optimisation to asset management
activities in your facility than was previously possible.

Mobile and Desktop solutions

We can help you save time
and resources by getting staff
to where they are required,
efficiently and safely.
PlantQuest offers Mobile and Desktop solutions
that allow staff to locate an asset or group of assets,
within a facility.
The navigation function works completely signal
free, meaning no hardware needs to be installed,
regardless of the physical or structural characteristics
of a facility.
PlantQuest offers modules that can be integrated
into the various tasks and workflows experienced by
different industries and users

Improve
Outcomes

Digitally Transform Asset
Management Activities

Reduce maintenance backlog
Work safer, know where you
are going
Optimise site resources

Transform Maintenance
operations
Optimise resource use and
allocation
Train new staff quickly

Use
PlantQuest for

Preventative and Corrective
Maintenance
Hazardous Area Inspections
Vendor Site Visits
Routine Tasks
www.plantquest.io

Benefits
It’s like Google Maps
for your facility.

PlantQuest brings a range of cost saving benefits to your
facility, from early construction and commissioning to
operations and maintenance.
Save time by helping staff strategically navigate to single
or multiple site locations and avoid the time lost trying to
locate the equipment they need to work on.
PlantQuest enables workers to react faster to production
critical situations, resulting in lower labour costs, less
downtime, faster start-ups, increased and efficient
production.
Eliminate the dependence on tacit location knowledge.
Find it once with PlantQuest and never have to search for
it again.

Features
No time wasted.
No guess-work.

Assist staff in the efficient navigation to their destination,
without the need for drawings or prior site knowledge.
PlantQuest’s Line Walk feature turns complex drawings in
simple routes, allowing lines and subsystems to be walked
down with pinpoint accuracy.
Reduce the risk of error during the implementation of
complex isolations, by using PlantQuest to plot the route to
isolation points and to record and verify valve positions.
Plug PlantQuest into your onsite PTW system and enable
staff to pinpoint their work location and allow area
authorities to accurately locate all SIMOPS activities.
Bring PlantQuest intelligence into all your onsite systems
such as Maintenance & Asset Management, Punchlist
Software, and Commissioning Completions tools.

Interested in
Learning more
about PlantQuest?
Contact Sales for a demo or more information
sales@plantquest.io

www.plantquest.io

